MAP OF THE WILMINGTON-READING AREA, MASSACHUSETTS, SHOWING INFERRED TRACES OF BURIED VALLEYS
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR GEOLOGICAL SURVEY

WATER-SUPPLY PAPER 1694 PLATE 2

EXPLANATION

220 37
Well or test hole not reaching refusal

202 22
Well or test hole ending at refusal

Upper figure is serial number assigned to each well or test hole. A separate series is used for each city or town.

Lower figure is altitude, in feet, of refusal or of bottom of well where well does not reach refusal.

Recording stream gage at South Middleton

Inferred trace of bottom of bedrock valley

Long dashes where approximately located; short dashes where inferred; dotted where alternate routes may exist (see text). For location of bedrock outcrops used for control see plate 3.

Boundary of Ipswich River drainage basin above South Middleton

Seismic line